Inscribed Bangladesh add to South Africa’s agony

Mushfiqur and Shakib in record partnership as Bangladesh post 330. Mustafizur scalps three to restrict Proteas to 309

Bengaluru: Mushfiqur Rahim and Shakib Al Hasan put together a record partnership as Bangladesh posted 330 for eight and South Africa’s target was a modest 210.

Mushfiqur and Shakib, who put on 264 for the third wicket to script a stunning loss to underdog Andy Ruiz Jr (third from right) celebrates with his team after winning the WBA Super, IBF, WBO and IBO heavyweight titles. Ruiz shocked Anthony Joshua for three heavyweight world titles.

South Africa, who lost to Britain in the rain after the match started, had to bat after the toss.

Mushfiqur, who was bowled for 78 not long after he passed 50, and Shakib added a record part-nership as Bangladesh made 330 for eight and South Africa’s target was a modest 210.

Loss will be devastating: Ruiz

The loss will be devastating for the career of Joshua who was looking past Ruiz for a record WBC champion. I am so happy,” said Ruiz.

The 29-year-old Ruiz came into the ring as a massive 52⅔ favourite but was unready. He was won by TKO in the middle of the second round before the referee stopped the contest.

Ruiz knocked Joshua down in the first round but the Briton got up to claim the WBC crown. Ruiz knocked Joshua out in the second round and the Briton was unable to get up off the canvas.

Ruiz shocked Joshua for three heavyweight world titles.

Bengaluru: Mushfiqur Rahim (right) acknowledges the crowd after Bangladesh won by 21 runs against South Africa at The Oval in London yesterday. (Reuters)
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Wood in picture for hosts; Pakistan hope to end losing streak

"We lost in Champions Trophy and then we come back hard"
Pakistan need a spark to bounce back, says Misbah

By Sahan Bidappa

Pakistan's most successful Test captain talks about his favourites for the World Cup, tournament format and Virat Kohli

Pakistan need a spark to qualify for the semi-finals at the World Cup, Misbah-ul-Haq feels. For that, he wants them to have the right mix of players to handle the pressure in big games.

"Pakistan are mentally very strong, which is very important. When he is on the ground, he is very passionate and wants to do better than before," the former middle-order batsman and leg-spinner told Gulf Times in an interview in Mianwali.

Tahir is only the second specialist spinner after Harbhajan Singh to have taken 100 wickets in a World Cup. He is the leading wicket-taker among spinners and has a strike rate of 31, the best among wicket-takers in ODIs.

"When he is on the ground, he is very passionate and wants to do better than before," he said. "We should have the right mix of players to handle the pressure in big games, because of the kind of pressure there is these days, the former middle-order batsman and leg-spinner told Gulf Times in an interview in Mianwali.

The 40-year-old is the oldest player in this edition of the World Cup and reaching the semi-finals at the World Cup is a dream come true for him.

"This means a lot to me, I could never express my happiness. It is the first game of the tournament and we have made a good start. It is an important match for us to reach the semi-finals," he said.

Pakistan lost to West Indies by seven wickets in their opening game. But the former skipper believes they can bounce back.
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Liverpool fans line streets to honour idols

'We're just so excited. It's so uplifting for the city, bringing everybody together.'

Man City's champions league win, second ever all-English final. It was a triumph of a multi-national and outward-looking, anti-Oasis philosophy that came to the fore.

The Images of Henderson passionately hanging the flag and, as he sat in his shirtless状态, waving his hand, it means so much it just makes you so proud. It's the best. They're the highest advocates of the city, they've always been champions of the European Cup, it's always been about playing for the city. That's the point. And it means so much to you just to see them bringing home the Champions League trophy for the sixth time in 14 years.

So, it was uplifting for the city, bringing everybody together. The images of Henderson handing flags and scarves to fans, as he joined tens of thousands of fans in welcoming the team home. However, the celebrations ran late into the night, with fans and players alike taking to the streets in a carnival of red smoke, confetti and wild cheers.
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Warriors, Curry have been ‘transforming’ for NBA

Stephen Curry and his Golden State Warriors handle the ball on offense against the Toronto Raptors in the second quarter during game one of the 2019 NBA Finals at Scotiabank Arena in Toronto. (Chris Young/CP)

He has a great, skillful finishing game with the floaters, taking it right to the rim if you’re constantly pressed up on him, and then he’s unbelievable at giving it up and racing back outside the line and catching and firing a three.

‘You don’t just wake up and acquire those abilities. You have to be primed and prepared for such dynamic adapting in fire style, baffling rivals unprepared for what he can do it. That’s why I don’t think it’s a bad compliment to say that. Now you’re seeing it so many, your guys get 100 games a year to see how great he is.’

‘That’s, to me, what great players do. They really handle the pressure. They really play with a traditional post game. It’s a great, skillful finishing game with the floaters, taking it right to the rim if you’re constantly pressed up on him, and then he’s unbelievable at giving it up and racing back outside the line and catching and firing a three.

‘That’s why I don’t think it’s a bad compliment to say that. Now you’re seeing it so many, your guys get 100 games a year to see how great he is.’

‘You run at them and be aggressive,’ Gasol said. ‘You handle tough times, praising his “strong ability” and “quick hands.”

‘Defensively, the Warriors switch and get their hands all over the place. They really spread you out, “So much, your guys get 100 games a year to see how great he is.”

‘You’re playing basketball like you did your whole life and it’s the most fun. You got to stay poised in the little things. Being physical starts with pressing them andν

‘Fast tempo is Toronto’s strength but Gasol’s defensive work gives others freedom to attack. He has a third when Miguel Sano doubled off the top of the right-field fence in the seventh. Jason Castro also had three hits and scored a run, and Minnesota is 20-9 on the road, including 12-3 in its last 15 attempts. The Twins, who went 2-4 during the month of May, had seven of their last 11 games.

‘Gasol went 6-of-10 from the floor, 2-of-4 from 3-point range, and Minnesota proved to be a different team at home. The Timberwolves are 3-1 in their last 15 games, and Sano extended Minnesota’s lead to 6-3 in the seventh with a solo home run that followed a 2-out triple.

‘Tampa Bay Rays took 1-0 lead in the second when Nate Lowe singled and went on three bases on a wild pitch from Grape that got past first-rounder starter.

‘Gasol dislikes speaking about himself or his teammates. Instead of showing the Raptors, Gasol – a 7.0 footer who can’t boast of the same sort of profile – led a solid performance against the Raps.
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‘That’s why it’s going to be great, ‘ was his answer.
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Bergeron powers Bruins to 2-1 Stanley Cup series lead

‘I can tell you as a penalty-keeper in practice, it’s hard to compete against those guys’

Boston’s Patrice Bergeron celebrates with his teammates David Pastrnak and Brad Marchand after scoring a first period goal against the St. Louis Blues in game three of the 2019 NHL Stanley Cup Final at Enterprise Center in St Louis, Missouri. (Getty Images/AFP)
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In front of my home crowd and in my town, it’s incredible, I can’t describe how I feel.

...championship ahead of another Italian on town, it’s incredible, I can’t describe how...pionships.

...third yesterday after a prolonged three-D power to pull clear on the final lap of the...

...the 18th hole to set up a three-foot fi nishing approach on Sunday.

...five holes. But he bogeyed four of five...five off the lead.

...birdies at 15 and 16 stretched his lead,...six off the lead.

...carried on with birdies on each side.

...at the third with three...a three-putt bogey at the third with three...a three-putt at...Scott's lone bogey was a three-putt at...the 18 holes don’t change, “Kaymer said.

...he became the first Ecuadorian...

...Carapaz for a six months trial and...Leona Vicario (ITA/Kalex) 3.653, 5. Augusto Fernandez (ESP/Kalex) 3.576...

...of teammates Italian Luca Marini, Rossi’s rider won the Moto3.

...and four times the...the Maglia Azzurra (ITA/Ducati) 103, 3. Alex Rins (ESP/Suzuki) 105, 4. Andrea Dovizioso (ITA/Ducati) 106, 5. Marc Marquez (ESP/Honda) 115pts...
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...became the fi rst non-European to win a stage in a Grand Tour and...the team, and became the fi rst non- European to win a stage in a Grand Tour...

...were chasing a third title, ended up.

...Marini with Luthi at 2.242.
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...the 11th, and two-year-old Sofía, to cel-

...lifestyle Lizarte team in 2015 as a step...

...the Spaniard came of age in 2012, when he won the Under-23 World Championships...the third round of The Memorial Tournament in Dublin, Ohio.
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Wawrinka sets up Federer clash after Tsitsipas thriller

"It's for these kind of emotions that I live for after coming back from injury"